
1    Start by cleaning the surface where you will attach the 
Backflip grip. Your Backflip grip includes two cleaning 
pads (FIG. 1). Start with Pad #1 which includes a cleaning 
solvent to remove oil or dirt. Next, use Pad #2 which 
is dry and will remove any remaining solvent. Let the 
surface dry.

2    Peel back the brown backing paper only about ½ inch 
(1.25 cm) from the top (FIG. 2a, FIG. 2b). Position the 
Backflip grip where you want to mount and line it up. 
Press at the top lightly where the adhesive is exposed 
(FIG. 2c). Check that the alignment is correct. If not, 
remove and reposition.

3    Press and flip up the Backflip flap so you can see the 
brown paper backing under the clear plastic panel  
(FIG. 3). Gently peel back the brown paper without 
moving the Backflip grip and without pressing it all  
the way down. Do not press down the edges of the 
Backflip grip.

4    Press in the center of the clear plastic panel and work 
toward the outside edge (FIG. 4). Make sure that there 
are no air bubbles visible under the clear plastic panel.

5    Finally, press the outside edges to make sure the 
Backflip grip is adhered securely (FIG. 5).

6   Your Backflip grip is now ready for use!

INSTALLING YOUR BACKFLIP GRIP
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Backflip grip includes a high quality adhesive pad made by 3M™ 
which securely sticks to the back of your phone or phone case. 
When applied correctly, your Backflip grip will stay attached for 
the life of your phone.
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